London Guild WSD - Tapestry Interest Group
Meeting 5- Saturday 9 September 2017
For our fifth meeting everyone was asked to bring with them:
 News - any news of workshops, exhibitions, own weaving, etc.
 Final roundup of group response to the Guild exhibition
 Materials to help put Exhibition kits together
 Decide on what to do at December meeting
News
 Christine told the group about her article "Selling under the guise of tapestry" which was published
in the September 2017 edition of "Tapestry Weaver", the magazine of the British Tapestry Group.
The article discusses the long tradition of imitations such as jacquards, needlepoint, other
embroideries and miscellaneous wall hangings being sold as tapestries (Grayson Perry being the
latest example) and calls for action on the part of tapestry studios and weavers to address the
confusion and deception this can cause.
 Aruna told us about her Summer School course:
“Summer school was wonderful just spending a whole week doing what you enjoy most tapestry
weaving!!
For me it was exploring unusual materials that I would not normally use as I don't have wide a
range of materials such as mohair and yak as warp and nettle and hemp as weft.
Jane Brunning had many samples using a wide variety of techniques to use and develop. As my
sample shows I liked the idea of an open weave structure with additional pieces of found objects
attached to the tapestry. I am very pleased with the end result and will hopefully do a couple more
as I now have nettle and hemp in my stash
Summer school is great for meeting like minded people and the tapestry group were a wonderful
mix in sharing and discussing tapestry ideas”
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Jan spoke of shortly going off to Turkey with Jane Brunning and Louise Martin which I hope we hear
all about in December.

Workshop/Activities
 It was decided the postponed workshop on woven pods will definitely happen at the December
meeting. Instructions on what to bring will be sent out in November.
 The Tapestry Interest Group’s collective submission of a number of small tapestries to be hung
together was finalised. They are all to be 15csm x 15cms in size and based on individual
interpretation of the same river image (below) and mounted in box frames supplied by
Weaversbazaar. The frames can be finished in any way you want. Karen is to order and collect the
frames.



The remainder of the meeting was taken up with putting together the CD and Tapestry weaving kits
which will be sold at the Guild Exhibition. Mass production butterfly making ensued and we
managed to make up 30 CD kits and establish what we wanted the Tapestry kits to look like by
putting together 8 experimental. We have enough CDs for 30 more kits. With time running out the
remainder of the kits will be put together at the end of October at Karen’s home.
The kits look really good, so hopefully will go down well with visitors.

What’s Next
 December Workshop - Woven Pods
3D objects can be created by using the pulled thread technique on woven shapes. For more detail
please see the notes from Meeting 2.
That’s it for this time. Any questions, drop me an email.
Karen
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